AGENDA
LATE ITEM
GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday, 19 January 2022
commencing at 9:30am
The Council Chambers
91 - 93 Bloomfield Street
CLEVELAND QLD
Due to the current COVID-19 situation in Queensland, Council will exercise the provisions under
Chapter 8 - Part 2, Division 4 of the Local Government Regulation 2012, which allows for some or
all Councillors to attend Statutory Meetings of Council by audio visual arrangements to minimise
serious risks to the health and safety of persons caused by the public health emergency involving
COVID-19.
Statutory Meetings of Council will be closed to the public and public participation will be
suspended until further notice.
The audio/video of each Statutory Meeting of Council will be available on Council’s website as
soon as possible after the conclusion of each meeting.
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REPORTS FROM COMMUNITY & CUSTOMER SERVICES
RAL21/0137 RECONFIGURING A LOT AT 11-13 HAIG ROAD, BIRKDALE
Objective Reference: A6399486
Authorising Officer:

Louise Rusan, General Manager Community & Customer Services

Responsible Officer:

David Jeanes, Group Manager, City Planning & Assessment

Report Author:

Kellie Maine, Principal Planner
Chris Vize, Service Manager Planning Assessment

Attachments:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Subdivision Plan for RAL21/0137 ⇩
Operational Works Plans for RAL21/0137 ⇩
Zoning and Aerial Views of Surrounding Area ⇩
Recommended Conditions for RAL21/0137 ⇩

PURPOSE
To refer this application to a General Meeting of Council for determination at the request of the
divisional Councillor.
BACKGROUND
Council has received an application on land at 11-13 Haig Road, Birkdale, seeking a development
permit for reconfiguring a lot for a one into four standard format lots and operational works
associated with reconfiguring a lot.
The owner of the property is Manjinder Singh Sani & Naina Muhar As Trustees. The applicant is
Manjinder Singh Saini and Maina Muhar as trustee for Saini Family Trust.
The application is due to be decided by 9 February 2022 in accordance with the Planning Act 2016.
A decision must be made on the development application on or before this date otherwise the
application will be at risk of being deemed approved.
The assessment of the application has occurred in line with the assessment framework outlined in
the Planning Act 2016. The key issues identified in the assessment are:





Lot size and density
Servicing
Earthworks
Environmental impacts

ISSUES
Proposal
The development application seeks a development permit for reconfiguring a lot for one into four
standard format lots and a development permit for operational works associated with the
subdivision.
The proposed lots are located in the LDR1 precinct of the low density residential (LDR) zone, and
have the following lot sizes and frontage widths:
 Lot 1 – 500m2, with 13.6m frontage
 Lots 2, 3 and 4 – 501m2, with 13.6m frontages
Item
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The existing dwelling house and shed are proposed to be demolished. All lots will have direct
street frontage to Haig Road. No driveways are proposed as part of this application.
The proposed lots will achieve a lawful point of discharge to the kerb and channel of Haig Street.
There is an existing water main adjacent to the frontage of the site and a sewer main, along the
northern and southern side boundary of the site. Connections to water and sewer infrastructure
are able to be provided for each new lot.
The operational works application includes an upstream property connection for the neighbouring
lot to the rear, and minor cut and fill across the site, which will require retaining walls along the
side and rear boundaries of the proposed lots with a maximum height of 0.7m. The proposed
earthworks will require removal of vegetation from the site.
A copy of the proposed subdivision plans can be found in Attachment 1 and a copy of the civil
plans for the operational works application can be found in Attachment 2 of this report.
Site & Locality
The 2,003m2 subject site includes one freehold lot formally described as lot 11 on RP230532 at 1113 Haig Road, Birkdale and is currently improved by a single dwelling and a shed. Aerial and
zoning maps of the subject site and surrounding area are included in Attachment 3 of this report.
The natural ground levels of the site indicate a fall of approximately 5.5% from the eastern rear
boundary at 18.75m AHD to the eastern front boundary at 16.75m AHD, the difference being
approximately 2m. The site consists of predominantly grassed areas, with some vegetation
located throughout the site. There are no existing street trees located along the frontage of the
site.
The site is located on the eastern side of Haig Road and adjoins land in the LDR1 precinct to the
north, east and south, and land in the LDR zone to the west. The broader locality consists of land
predominantly in the LDR zone, with community facilities and conservation zoned land also to the
south, east and west of the site.
The site is located 675m south east of Birkdale station and 900m south east of Birkdale fair. The
immediate surrounding neighbourhood consists of single dwelling houses, dual occupancies and
community facilities such as parkland, schools and churches.
Assessment framework
The application has been made in accordance with the Planning Act Development Assessment
Rules and constitutes a code assessable application for reconfiguring a lot for one into four
standard format lots and operational works associated with the subdivision under City Plan.
In accordance with section 45 of the Planning Act 2016:
‘(3) A code assessment is an assessment that must be carried out only—
(a) against the assessment benchmarks in a categorising instrument for the
development; and
(b) having regard to any matters prescribed by regulation for this paragraph.
(6) Subsections (7) and (8) apply if an assessment manager is, under subsection (3) or (5),
assessing a development application against or having regard to—
(a) a statutory instrument; or

Item
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(b) another document applied, adopted or incorporated (with or without changes) in a
statutory instrument.
(7) The assessment manager must assess the development application against or having
regard to the statutory instrument, or other document, as in effect when the development
application was properly made.
(8) However, the assessment manager may give the weight the assessment manager
considers is appropriate, in the circumstances, to—
(a) if the statutory instrument or other document is amended or replaced after the
development application is properly made but before it is decided by the assessment
manager—the amended or replacement instrument or document; or
(b) another statutory instrument—
(i) that comes into effect after the development application is properly made but
before it is decided by the assessment manager; and
(ii) that the assessment manager would have been required to assess, or could have
assessed, the development application against, or having regard to, if the
instrument had been in effect when the application was properly made.
Section 27 of the Planning Regulation 2017, relevantly, identifies that:
‘(1) For section 45(3)(b) of the Act, the code assessment must be carried out having regard
to—
(a) the matters stated in schedules 9 and 10 for the development; and
(c) if the prescribed assessment manager is a person other than the chief executive or
the local government—the planning scheme; and
(d) if the prescribed assessment manager is a person other than the chief executive—
(i) the regional plan for a region, to the extent the regional plan is not identified in
the planning scheme as being appropriately integrated in the planning scheme;
and
(ii) the State Planning Policy, to the extent the State Planning Policy is not identified
in the planning scheme as being appropriately integrated in the planning
scheme; and
(iii) for designated premises—the designation for the premises; and
(e) any temporary State planning policy applying to the premises; and
(f) any development approval for, and any lawful use of, the premises or adjacent
premises; and
(g) the common material.
(2) However—
(a) an assessment manager may, in assessing development requiring code assessment,
consider a matter mentioned in subsection (1) only to the extent the assessment
manager considers the matter is relevant to the development; and

Item
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(b) if an assessment manager is required to carry out code assessment against
assessment benchmarks in an instrument stated in subsection (1), this section does
not require the assessment manager to also have regard to the assessment
benchmarks.’
common material, for a development application, means—
(a) all the material about the application that the assessment manager receives before the
application is decided, including—
(i) any material relating to a proposed development application that is substantially
similar to the development application as made; and
(ii) any material attached to, or given with, the development application; and
(iii) any material relating to the application given to the assessment manager after the
application is made; and
(iv) any referral agency’s response, including any advice or comment given by a referral
agency and any response given under section 57 of the Act; and
(v) any properly made submissions about the application, other than a submission that
is withdrawn; and
(vi) any other submission about the application that the assessment manager has
accepted; and
(vii) any other advice or comment about the application that a person gives to the
assessment manager; and
(b) if a development approval for the development is in effect—the approval; and
(c) an infrastructure agreement applying to the premises.
Pursuant to section 45(3) of the Planning Act 2016, the application was assessed against the
following applicable assessment benchmarks.
City Plan Version 5:











Reconfiguring a lot code
Low density residential zone code
Healthy waters code
Infrastructure works code
Landscape code
Transport, servicing, access and parking code
State Planning Policy 2017, Part E
South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017
Planning Regulation 2017, Schedule 11
Local Government Infrastructure Plan

Pursuant to section 45(3) of the Planning Act 2016, Council had regard to the following matters in
its assessment of the application.


Item

Common material, including submissions accepted by the assessment manager
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Comments received
External comments received
As the application is code assessable, the applicant was not required to undertake formal public
notification, however there were nine informal submissions received in relation to the application
during the information and referral and decision stages that were accepted by the assessment
manager.
The following planning matters were raised in the written submissions:


The proposed lots are inconsistent with the purpose of the planning scheme and the
anticipated level of urban and scenic amenity, general sense of openness and low density
streetscape intended for the low density residential zones.



The proposed development will erode the intent of the LDR1 precinct which is bounded by the
southern side of Haig Road, western side of Birdwood Road, Collingwood Road and Hardy
Road where all blocks exceed 2000m2 metres.



Whilst the other side of Haig Road has higher density housing, the eastern side of Haig Road is
predominantly lower density and should remain in keeping with the zoning of the site.



The proposed development does not maintain the low density lifestyle and is not in keeping
with the possible development outcomes anticipated by surrounding, and neighbouring
residents for the site.



The proposed development will have adverse impacts on amenity and privacy of adjoining
properties, through increased noise generation and the opportunity for future dwellings to be
constructed on the proposed lots, resulting in the potential for overlooking of neighbouring
properties.



The proposed subdivision will increase traffic impacts.



The proposal development will have a detrimental impact to the environment, local bushland
and wildlife in the area, with particular reference made to the Tarradarrapin wetland, through
increased disturbance, traffic, domestic animals and loss of koala habitat.



The proposal will result in changes to natural water courses.



Development does not have regard for capacity of existing infrastructure.



Increase number of lots is inconsistent with nature and size of neighbouring properties.



The proposed subdivision is an over development of the site.

The assessment manager has had regard to the submissions about these planning matters in the
assessment of the development against the assessment benchmarks.
Internal comments received
The application was referred to the divisional Councillor in accordance with standard procedure.
The assessment manager has received assessment advice from the following Council teams/
officers:
 Engineering assessment
 Environmental assessment
 Arborist
Item
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 Survey services unit
 Infrastructure planning and charging
The assessment advice received has been considered by the assessment manager in assessing the
development application.
Decision Making Rules
Section 60 of the Planning Act 2016 states that:
‘(2) To the extent the application involves development that requires code assessment, and
subject to section 62, the assessment manager, after carrying out the assessment—
(a) must decide to approve the application to the extent the development complies with
all of the assessment benchmarks for the development; and
(b) may decide to approve the application even if the development does not comply
with some of the assessment benchmarks; and
Examples—
1 An assessment manager may approve an application for development that does
not comply with some of the benchmarks if the decision resolves a conflict
between the benchmarks.
2 An assessment manager may approve an application for development that does
not comply with some of the benchmarks if the decision resolves a conflict
between the benchmarks and a referral agency’s response.
(c) may impose development conditions on an approval; and
(d) may, to the extent the development does not comply with some or all the
assessment benchmarks, decide to refuse the application only if compliance cannot
be achieved by imposing development conditions.
Example of a development condition—
A development condition that affects the way the development is carried out, or the
management of uses or works that are the natural and ordinary consequence of the
development, but does not have the effect of changing the type of development
applied for.’
(5)

The assessment manager may give a preliminary approval for all or part of the
development application, even though the development application sought a
development permit.

(6) If an assessment manager approves only part of a development application, the rest is
taken to be refused.

Item
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Application Assessment
Lot size and density
Low density residential zone code
The LDR zone code is relevant to the assessment of the application. The purpose of the LDR zone
code is:
To provide for residential areas with a high level of amenity and characterised by
dwelling houses on a range of lot sizes which achieve a general sense of openness and
low density streetscapes.
The proposed lots are sufficient in size and dimension to accommodate a future dwelling and
associated private open space areas and landscaping to maintain a high level of amenity. The
proposed lots add to the range of lot sizes available in the neighbourhood. As the frontages of the
proposed lots are similar to other 450m2 properties located in the LDR zone within Haig Street, the
proposed lots are considered to maintain a general sense of openness and low density streetscape
reasonably anticipated for the LDR zone.
The purpose of the LDR zone code is achieved through nine overall outcomes and four overall
outcomes specifically for the LDR1 precinct. The following overall outcome for the LDR zone is
relevant to the assessment of the proposed lot sizes:
(b) development maintains a low density streetscape character;
The low density character within the broader neighbourhood consists of a broad range of lot sizes,
ranging from 978m2 to 2,248m2 in the LDR precinct, and 450m2 to 3,397m2 in the LDR zone. In
both the LDR zone and LDR1 precinct, there are also lots with direct street frontage, and rear
allotments which are generally the larger lots within the area that have minimal frontage to the
street.
The average lot size within Haig Road is approximately 774m2, which includes land on the western
side of Haig Road in the LDR zone, and on the eastern side of Haig Road which includes land in the
LDR zone and LDR1 precinct. The northern end of Haig Road includes a mix of lot sizes and
streetscape outcomes, including detached dwellings on 540m2 – 1,180m2 lots on the western side
of the street, and detached dwellings and dual occupancies on 559m2-1,117m2 lots on the eastern
side of the street.
The streetscape character within the southern end of Haig Road is more consistent on the western
side, which includes detached dwellings on 450m2-600m2 lots. The eastern side of Haig Road
consists of detached dwellings on 978m2 – 2062m2 lots. The orientation, configuration, depth
and frontage length of these lots is varied along Haig Road.
The proposed lots sizes are considered to be consistent with the broader streetscape of Haig Road
which has a mixed low density character. In addition, the lot sizes generally exceed the
predominant size of lots directly opposite the site on the western side of Haig, which provide the
most consistent streetscape character within Haig Road. The size and frontage of the proposed
lots will provide the opportunity for a future dwelling to be constructed on the lots which will
present to the street in a manner that is generally consistent with the low density character of
Haig Road.
The following overall outcomes for the LDR1 precinct are relevant to the assessment of the
proposed lot sizes:
Item
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‘(3)(a)…Precinct LDR1: large lot residential:
i. the precinct retains a very low density residential character;
ii. retention of habitat within the precinct is maximised;
iii. housing forms are limited to dwelling houses; and
iv.

lot sizes are not reduced below 2,000m2, unless the resultant lots are consistent
with the density and character of the surrounding established neighbourhood.’
The established neighbourhood relevant to the subject site is considered to include all lots with
frontage to Haig Street (from Bryce Place to Pandanus Street), and all residential lots with frontage
to Birdwood Road and Bryce Place, as this street is a contained catchment which feeds onto Haig
Road. The established neighbourhood includes residential lots in the LDR zone, and LDR1 precinct.
The majority of the lots along Haig Road and Bryce Place are standard residential lots with direct
street frontage within the LDR zone, with the exception of the LDR1 zoned properties located
north and south of the subject site. Birdwood Road contains a mix of LDR zoned properties on the
northern side of the street, and LDR1 zoned properties on the southern side, and includes a mix of
standard residential lots and rear allotments.

Figure 1 – streets within established neighbourhood

Whilst the surrounding area consists of a range of lot size and configurations, there are examples
of lots with similar character to the proposal, lots located on the eastern side of Haig Road where
located south of Birdwood Road, and along both sides of Bryce Place where lot sizes range from
approximately 450m2 to 600m2.
Properties within close proximity to the site are considered to be more relevant to the assessment
of whether the proposed lots are consistent with the surrounding character, and are considered to
be directly east and west of Haig Road as depicted below (figure 2). Land on the eastern side of
Haig Road, located south of Birdwood Road, is within the LDR1 precinct, and land located on the
western side of Haig Road is within the low density residential zone. For the purposes of the
assessment, properties considered to be in close proximity to the site are located on both sides of
the road.

Item
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Figure 2: properties located in proximity to the subject site

Within the established neighbourhood, the characteristics of properties on the western side of
Haig Road vary with respect to lot size, lot configuration and frontage width. As shown in figure 3
below, the lots on the western side of the site are not all regular in shape, and have frontage
lengths ranging from 13m to 42m and lot sizes ranging from 978m 2 to 2,062m2.

Figure 3 – Lot characteristics of established neighbourhood

Item
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The overall outcomes for the LDR1 precinct relevant to the assessment of the application have
been addressed below:
(i) the precinct retains a very low density residential character;
As discussed earlier in the report, the proposed lots will present to the street in a manner that is
generally consistent with the low density character of the Haig Road. The planning scheme does
not provide a definition for what constitutes ‘very low density’, however it is acknowledged that
by comparison to other properties typically in the LDR1 precinct, the proposed lot sizes do not
present as ‘very low density’. Regard has been given to the purpose of the LDR zone which has
been addressed earlier in the report, and the comparable density of other lots within the
streetscape for the purposes of assessing this overall outcome.
Within the context of the streetscape, there is no established pattern of large lots over 2,000m 2
with extensive frontages, and the configuration and narrowness of lots delivers a different
outcome for the streetscape that would normally be expected in the LDR1 precinct of the LDR
zone. The configuration of the LDR1 precinct within the neighbourhood also locates majority of
properties in this precinct along Birdwood Road. When viewed from a broader perspective, the
wider streetscape along Haig Road is predominantly LDR zoned. Whilst the lot may not be
regarded as ‘very low density’ when compared to typical LDR1 properties in isolation, within the
context of the established streetscape, the proposed lots provide a lower density than what is
typical of LDR zoned properties on the opposite side of Haig Road, and provide a low density
outcome that is considered to achieve the purpose of the LDR zone code.
(ii) retention of habitat within the precinct is maximised;
The site predominantly consists of grassed areas, with some vegetation located throughout the
site. The vegetation within the site is scattered and does not provide a meaningful linkage to
additional areas of vegetation or bushland in the surrounding area. The site is not mapped as
containing any matters of State or local environmental significance.
It is noted that there is vegetation located on the adjoining property to the rear, which is in close
proximity to the subject site. Whilst this vegetation is also not protected by the planning scheme,
it is recommended a condition of approval be included to ensure any works undertaken on site
undertake the necessary tree protection measures.
(iii) housing forms are limited to dwelling houses;
The proposed lots have sufficient size and dimension to accommodate a compatible housing form,
as intended in the form of a dwelling house.
(iv) lot sizes are not reduced below 2,000m2, unless the resultant lots are consistent with the
density and character of the surrounding established neighbourhood.
As the proposed lots sizes are less than 2000m², the assessment of this application has considered
the level of consistency with the density and character of the surrounding established
neighbourhood. Both aspects are considered below in the context of what the precinct seeks to
protect being a very low density character, retaining habitat and limiting development to dwelling
houses.
Character
As detailed in the above sections the established neighbourhood does not consistently have a lot
size greater than 2000m².
Item
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In particular, the prevalent character and density in the neighbourhood immediate to the site is
predominantly lots with a frontage of approximately 15m and sizes between 450-600m².
Accordingly, the proposal adopts a minimum lot size of 500m² with frontages of 13.6m, which
exceed the predominant lot size of 450m2 opposite the site, and are considered to be compatible
with the predominant character of the established neighbourhood. It is noted that a similar
conclusion
was
found
for
a
recent
reconfiguring
a
lot
application
at
21 Birdwood Road, Birkdale for one into three lots (RAL21/0040), also located in the LDR1
precinct. This development approval was for 800-819m2 lots with approximately 20m frontages
and it was found that the lots would be consistent with the lot size and character on the opposite
side of the street as part of the assessment.
Overall, the proposed development is generally consistent with the character of the established
neighbourhood.
Density
The average density of the broader established neighbourhood, including all lots with frontages to
the roads identified in Figure 1, is approximately one dwelling unit per 950m 2. This includes dual
occupancies and the development approvals for reconfiguring a lot over land at 21 Birdwood Road
(RAL21/0400). The density within the broader neighbourhood reflects the mix of LDR zoned and
LDR1 zoned in the area, and the spread of lot sizes included in this average density calculation
range from 416m2 to 3,397m2. As the lot sizes in the broader area are not uniform, and includes
substantial variation in lot sizes, it is relevant to look at more localised areas within the established
neighbourhood that are relevant to the subject site.
The average density within the immediate area along Haig Road is approximately one dwelling per
1,000m2, and the average density along the entire length of Haig Road is approximately one
dwelling per 750m2.
The density within the Haig Road reflects the difference in zoning along the eastern and western
side of Haig Road. The proposed 500m² lots are generally consistent with the average density
along Haig Road, which is generally more consistent with lots in the LDR zone. This is reflected
through the zoning of properties along the street, with majority of properties located within the
LDR zone. Notably, the lots opposite the site along Haig Road range from 450-600m² in lot size.
Therefore, the development is considered to have a density that is consistent with the established
neighbourhood where adopting one dwelling per 500m².
Overall, the proposed development is consider to comply with the overall outcomes (i)-(iv) of the
LDR1 precinct and zone code.
Reconfiguring a lot code
The proposal has also been assessed against PO1 of the reconfiguring a lot code, as the proposed
lot sizes are less than the deemed to comply solution identified in AO1.1, which identifies a
minimum frontage of 20m and a minimum lot area of 2,000m2 for lots in the LDR1 precinct. PO1
of the reconfiguring a lot code states the following:
PO1
Reconfiguration results in the creation of lots that:

Item

1.

are of a size and dimensions which facilitate the uses, character and other
outcomes intended for the zone or precinct;

2.

have practical, generally regular shapes; and
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have a width and depth that can easily accommodate the intended end use,
associated infrastructure, on-site open space and vehicular access.

The proposed lots will have a minimum dimension of 13.6m x 36m and are sufficient to
accommodate a future dwelling, which is the intended use for land in the LDR1 precinct. As
discussed previously in this report, the proposed lot sizes are consistent with the prevailing lot
sizes within the established neighbourhood along Haig Road, and are considered to maintain the
low density character of the streetscape.
The proposed lots are also rectangular in shape, and include a layout that is practical and ensures
each lot has direct street frontage to Haig Road. The size of the lots will also allow for the
necessary infrastructure, private open space and vehicle access to be provided to any future
dwelling, which is considered to be the intended end use for the lots.
AO1.2 of the reconfiguring a lot code also states that new lots are rectangular in shape, and the
proposed lots adopt this deemed to comply solution.
Servicing
Sewer connections
The assessment of this application has had regard to PO11 of the infrastructure works code, which
states:
PO11
Wastewater is treated and disposed of in a manner that is sufficient for the volume of
wastewater generated on the site and to a level that ensures risks to public health,
water quality and the environment are minimised.
There is an existing 150mm diameter sewer along both side boundaries of the site, which can
provide house connections to proposed lots 1 and lot 4, and an existing 150mm diameter sewer
within the adjoining lot to the rear that can provide property connections for proposed lots 2 and
3. Standard conditions are recommended to ensure property connections are provided for each
lot, which will ensure that future dwellings on the proposed lots are able to dispose of waste
appropriately to satisfy PO11.
Water Supply
PO9 of the infrastructure works code is applicable to the assessment of the application, which
states:
PO9
A reliable water supply is provided that is sufficient to meet the anticipated use of the
premises, including potable and non-potable requirements.
There is a 100mm diameter asbestos cement water main located within the road verge adjacent to
the subject site, which is able to provide a water supply to the proposed lots. It is recommended
conditions of approval be included to ensure the new lots are provided with new water meters.
Refer to the operational works plans in Attachment 2, which include recommended mark ups to
the water reticulation plan to ensure water meters for each lot are provided on a standard
alignment.
The assessment of the application has also considered PO10 of the infrastructure works code,
which states the following:

Item
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PO10
Developments accessed by common private title have appropriate fire hydrant
infrastructure and unimpeded access to emergency services vehicles.
The existing fire hydrant is to be relocated to a standard boundary alignment to ensure all lots
have adequate fire hydrant coverage and that any future dwellings on the proposed lots are able
to satisfy PO10.
Stormwater Management
The proposal has been assessed against the healthy waters code.
application has considered PO6, which states:

The assessment of this

PO3
The stormwater drainage system maintains pre-development velocity and volume of
run-off external to the site and does not otherwise worsen or cause nuisance to
adjacent, upstream and downstream land.
PO6
Roof and surface run-off is managed to prevent stormwater flows from entering
buildings and be directed to a lawful point of discharge.
The site falls toward Haig Road and each lot can discharge to the kerb and channel. The
development is considered to be able to satisfy PO3 and PO6. It is recommended standard
conditions of approval be included to discharge stormwater to a lawful point of discharge in Haig
Road, and to manage stormwater to prevent actionable nuisance to adjoining properties.
The proposal has also been assessed against PO11, PO13 and PO15 of the healthy waters code,
which state:
PO11
Development does not increase either:
1.
2.

sediment concentration in waters or stormwater outside the development's
sediment treatment train; or
run-off which causes erosion either on-site or off-site.

PO13
All soil surfaces are effectively stabilised against erosion.
PO15
Areas outside the development site are not adversely impacted by erosion or
sedimentation.
The development is considered able to comply with PO11, PO13 and P15. It is recommended
standard conditions of approval be included to design, implement and maintain measures to
manage erosion and sediment control.
The assessment of the proposal has considered servicing requirements to satisfy PO5 of the
reconfiguring a lot code, which states:
PO5
The reconfiguration integrates with the surrounding locality and creates an attractive,
accessible and functional neighbourhood, having regard to:

Item
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1.

connecting to and extending movement, open space and recreational and other
infrastructure networks;

2.

maintaining the continuity of habitat areas and ecological corridors;

3.

maintaining natural hydrological regimes;

4.

creating a compatible landscape and streetscape character;

5.

managing the interface between potentially incompatible uses or sources of noise
or other impacts; and

6.

ensuring future development on adjacent and nearby land can occur in an orderly,
efficient and cohesive manner.

The adjoining property to the east slopes towards the subject site. To allow for future
development on this property to achieve a lawful point of discharge to Haig Road, an upstream
connection has been provided for the neighbouring lot to the rear. The proposed stormwater
connection is considered sufficient. The proposed design includes installation of a 225mm
diameter stormwater pipe which is capped at the boundary. The pipe will discharge into the back
of the existing gully in the road reserve and is considered sufficient to satisfy PO5(6). A condition
of approval is recommended requiring an easement over this stormwater pipe, which is discussed
below in this report.
Capacity of infrastructure
The proposed has been assessed against PO5 of the infrastructure works code, which states:
PO5
All infrastructure is connected to existing networks in a safe, efficient and functional
way, and does not impose loads on those networks that exceed their capacity.
The existing sewer, water and stormwater infrastructure in proximity to the site has been
reviewed by Council’s engineering team and are considered sufficient in size and capacity to
support the proposed new lots and satisfy PO5 of the infrastructure works code.
Easements
The assessment has considered PO7 of the infrastructure works code, which states.
PO7
All infrastructure is designed and located to be easily and safely accessed for repair and
maintenance purposes.
To ensure the development satisfies PO7 it is recommended a standard condition be included to
ensure that easements are provided to and around maintenance structures for sewer
infrastructure, as there is a sewer manhole located in the south western corner of the property.
It is also recommended a condition of approval be included to ensure an easement with a
minimum width of 2.25m is provided for stormwater drainage purposes along the entire southern
boundary of Lot 4. This easement would be in Gross in favour of Redland City Council, to service
the upstream eastern property and ensure access to the stormwater pipe is maintained to satisfy
PO7.
Earthworks
The assessment of the proposed earthworks has considered PO1 and PO3 of the infrastructure
works code. PO1 states the following:
Item
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PO1
Excavation and filling is minimised and does not reduce the amenity of adjoining
properties or of individual lots or dwellings within a development site.
The site contains approximately 1.75m fall. Excavation, minor filling and retaining walls are
proposed to bench each lot and provide a suitable level for future building on each lot. The
proposed earthworks will require retaining walls along the rear and side boundaries of the
proposed lots, having heights of between 0.2m and 0.7m. As the proposed retaining walls are the
result of excavation works, the walls will present inwards to the proposed lots, and will not impact
on the amenity of adjoining neighbours.
PO3 of the infrastructure works code states the following:
PO3
Excavation and filling result in landforms and structures which are stable and designed
to minimise the potential for failure over the long term.
As no details of the retaining wall were provided with a notation included on the drawing stating
“walls by others”, it is recommended that standard conditions of approval are included to ensure
the retaining walls are certified to provide a minimum 60 year design to satisfy PO3 of the
infrastructure works code.
Environmental impacts
The proposed earthworks will require the removal of vegetation from the site. A number of
submissions received by the assessment manager identified concerns about the impact the
proposed development would have on local wildlife and disturbance to the surrounding
environment. The site is not mapped with the environmental significance overlay under City Plan
and the vegetation is not protected by local or state legislation. The planning scheme does make
reference to the retention of habitat in the LDR1 precinct in overall outcome (3(a)(ii) of LDR zone
code, which states “(ii) retention of habitat within the precinct is maximised”, however, this
outcome is considered relevant where such habitat is mapped within the environmental
significance overlay. That is not the case here.
Infrastructure Charges
The proposed development is subject to infrastructure charges in accordance with the Adopted
Infrastructure Charges Resolution. The total charge applicable to this development is:
Total charge:

$92,032.95

Residential Component
(4.00 X Dwelling House - 3 or more bedroom(Area A) X $30,677.65)
Residential Demand Credit
(1.00 X Dwelling House - 3 or more bedroom(Area A) X $30,677.65)
Total Council Charge

$122,710.60
$-30,677.65
$92,032.95

This charge has been calculated as follows in accordance with Council’s Adopted Infrastructure
Charges Resolution.
Offsets
There are no offsets that apply under Chapter 4 Part 2 of the Planning Act 2016.

Item
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Refunds
There are no refunds that apply under Chapter 4 Part 2 of the Planning Act 2016.
State Referrals
The application does not require referral to any concurrence or advice agencies.
CONCLUSION
The proposal is considered to satisfy overall outcome 2(b) and 3(a)(ii)(iii)(iv) of the low density
residential zone code and is considered to be acceptable for the subject site. The proposal is also
considered compliant with all other relevant benchmarks in City Plan, therefore the application is
recommended for approval subject to conditions.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Legislative Requirements
The Development Application has been assessed in accordance with the Planning Act 2016.
Risk Management
Standard development applications risks apply. In accordance with the Planning Act 2016 the
applicant may appeal a condition of approval or a decision to refuse the application.
Financial
Should an appeal be filed against the decision of Council, subsequent legal costs will apply.
People
There are no implications for staff associated with this report.
Environmental
Environmental impacts are discussed in the ‘Issues’ section of this report where relevant.
Social
Social impacts are discussed in the ‘Issues’ section of this report where relevant.
Human Rights
There are no known human rights implications associated with this report.
Alignment with Council’s Policy and Plans
The assessment and officer’s recommendation align with Council’s policies and plans as described
within the ‘Issues’ section of this report.
CONSULTATION
Consulted
Councillor Division 10

Item

Consultation Date
30 November 2021

Comments/Actions
Councillor notified of application lodgement
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OPTIONS
Option One
That Council resolves to issue a development permit for reconfiguring a lot for one lot into four
standard format lots and operational works associated with reconfiguring a lot on land described
as Lot 11 on RP230532 and situated at 11-13 Haig Road, Birkdale, subject to the conditions in
Attachment 4.
Option Two
That Council resolves to issue a development permit for reconfiguring a lot for one lot into four
standard format lots and operational works associated with reconfiguring a lot on land described
as Lot 11 on RP230532 and situated at 11-13 Haig Road, Birkdale, without conditions or subject to
amended conditions.
Option Three
That Council resolves to refuse the application for reconfiguring a lot for one lot into four standard
format lots and operational works associated with reconfiguring a lot on land described as Lot 11
on RP230532 and situated at 11-13 Haig Road, Birkdale (grounds for refusal will need to be
established).
OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That Council resolves to issue development permits for reconfiguring a lot for one lot into four
standard format lots and operational works associated with reconfiguring a lot on land
described as Lot 11 on RP230532 and situated at 11-13 Haig Road, Birkdale, subject to the
conditions in Attachment 4.
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